Reservation Rules

Sköna Stugan, Kolmården
Reservation of this accommodation applies common conditions for rental of cabins and
apartments issued by the association SverigeTurism (SwedishTourism) 29 may 1990
extended with special conditions.
Who is the landlord?
Lennart Käll
Alkavägen 6, 61835, Kolmården, Sverige
lennart.kall@telia.com
+46(0)733388828
+46(0)11391544
My obligations as landlord:
-Make sure you recieve a written confirmation of the reservation
-Make sure you recieve relevant information about where to retrieve the key
-Make sure you are informed of essential changes concerning your reservation
-That the description of the accommodation is accurate
Disposition of the accommodation
The accomondation is available for you from agreed arrival date 3.00 pm to 12.00 am
agreed departure date
When will the reservation become effectual?
Both you and me are bound by the rental contract as soon as the reservation has been
confirmed and the reservation fee or the total rent has been payed.
Reservation fee
If your stay is less than 3 nights you have to pay the total fee at once. Otherwise you have
two options. Either pay a reservation fee (500 SEK) to confirm, and then pay the residual
fee. Otherwise pay the total rent directly. The reservation fee is always drawn from the total
fee.
When will you pay?
Payment must be done according to the dates issued in the reservation confirmation.
What will happen if you don't make your payment in time?
If you don't pay the reservation fee in time, I have the right to cancel you reservation. If you
don't pay the rent in time it will be concidered as a cancellation of your reservation and the
rules for cancellation will apply.
What rules applies if you cancel?
Cancelletion must be made oral or written. I am obliged to issue a written confirmation on
your cancelletion. If you have stated an email address, the confirmation will be sent by
email. If your cancellation is 40 days or earlier than agreed arrival date, you will only have
to pay an expedition fee of 250 SEK. If yout cancellation is 40 days or later than agreed
arrival date you will have to pay 90% of the rent. If you already payed total rent, I will
immediatly repay the diffrence. If I manage to lease the accomodation to another guest I
will repay a corresponding amount of the days rented, withdrawn by an expedition fee of
250 SEK.
If something would happen to you
Lennart
Källfull
| Alkavägen
6 | lennart.kall@telia.com
| +46(0)11391544
| +46(0)733388828
You have
responsibility
to acquire additional
travelling insurance
adequate for
unforseened events.
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What are your rights?
If I don't provide the accomodation in described condition, or out of agreed period you have
the right to cancel the reservation and retrieve refund of the rent. Instead of cancel your
reservation, you may demand discount.
If you have any complaints it has to be reported immediatly. Any arised defects during your
stay has to be reported as soon as possible so I can fix it. In case of you not beeing able to
use the accomondation, you have the right to give over the reservation to a third party. I will
have to accept this, if no apperent reason why I shouldn't occures. If so, you have to notify
me before the arrival day and pay an rebooking fee of 200 SEK.
What are your obligations?
You must keep the accomodation in good condition and obey rules and regulations. You
are responsible for any damage that is caused by the wrecklesness of you or your company
during your stay. You are not allowed to use the accomodation for any other purposes than
agreed, and you are not allowed to let any additional persons use the accomondation,
other than stated in the agreed reservation. The accomondation have to be thoroughly
cleaned before departure. Negligated or poor cleaning may be charged with an additional
fee.
War, disasters, strikes etc
Both you and me have full right to cancel the reservation in case of event that neither me
nor you can influence or unforeseened events. E.g act of war, disasters, labour market
conflicts, extended interruptions of utilites, fire, and such. If any of this occures I am obliged
to refund your rent, with the rent for used time withdrawned.
What if we do not agree?
Contact me if you have any complaints. Complaints/Claims which has not been brought up
within one week after departure will not be concidered. If we do not agree, you may contact
Allmänna Reklamationsnämnden in Stockholm, Sweden.

Lennart Käll | Alkavägen 6 | lennart.kall@telia.com | +46(0)11391544 | +46(0)733388828
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